Patching made perfect
Examinations made fun
Vision testing made easy

OUR PRODUCT RANGE
About us

Kay Pictures was founded in 1984 by orthoptist Hazel Kay when she researched and developed the Kay Picture vision testing system to enable earlier visual acuity measurements of very young children and those with learning disabilities.

Since then we have reviewed and modernised the design of our Kay Pictures optotypes. They have been fully validated in a comprehensive research project by the Liverpool University Directorate of Orthoptics and Vision Science.

Our visual acuity tests are used by eye care professionals (optometrists, orthoptists and ophthalmologists) as well as school nurses, health visitors, teachers of the visually impaired, paediatricians and others.

In addition, we have created a range of complementary paediatric vision testing products such as orthoptic tests, fixation tools, reward stickers and therapy products. All our products have been trialled and tested for their suitability.

For over 35 years we have used our industry expertise to provide the best and most reliable products, so eye professionals can test and treat children’s vision with confidence.

How to order

All products listed in this brochure can be purchased online at www.kaypictures.com

NHS and Education official purchase orders are automatically accepted for account invoicing.

We are also happy to accept written orders by email or fax; please see our contact details below. Orders from new and international customers will need to be paid in advance. Existing customers who order regularly will be set up with a 30 day account.

Shipping charges apply to all orders and cover the cost of processing, picking and packaging each order, plus a signed for postal or courier delivery. There is a minimum shipping charge for UK orders. The shipping costs are clearly displayed at the checkout when purchasing online.

For more details, please click here: www.kaypictures.co.uk/buying-from-us

Contact us

Kay Pictures Ltd
Unit 39 Silk Mill Business Park
Brook Street, Tring, Hertfordshire HP23 5EF
+44 (0) 1442 823507
+44 (0) 8701 236191
contact@kaypictures.com

Connect with us
www.kaypictures.com
Kay Picture Test Linear Crowded Book
Linear picture acuity test with distance LogMAR sizing at three metres from 0.70 to -0.20, plus near testing and matching card. The pictures are presented in a row of five boxes to provide consistent crowding. There are four different arrangements of the picture optotypes at each acuity size. Suitable for naming and matching. Age 30 months+.
Order code: KPTLINEAR

Kay Picture Test Single Crowded Book
Single Crowded picture acuity test with comprehensive distance LogMAR sizing at three metres from 1.00 to -0.10, plus near testing and matching card. Six new picture optotypes are presented in a crowding box with a choice of four different optotypes at each acuity level. Suitable for naming and matching. Age 18 months+.
Order code: KPTSINGLE

Kay Picture Test Screening Chart
Double sided distance chart for vision testing at school entry, GP practice, or other screening environment without the child needing to know capital letters. Very quick and easy test process with single and line presentation. Age 4+.
Order code: KPTCHART3M

Kay Picture Test Low Vision Book Set
The Low Vision Test is specifically targeted at testing those with poor vision. It has single, uncrowded picture presentation in fourteen LogMAR sizes, which at three metres is from 1.3 to 0.0 plus a near vision test and matching card. Age 18 months+.
Order code: KPTLOW

Kay Picture Test Screening Book
Compact A5 size book containing an abridged single crowded and linear crowded picture vision testing option for vision screening. Comprises distance LogMAR sizing from 0.80 to -0.10 at three metres, plus matching card. Suitable for naming and matching. Age 18 months+.
Order code: KPTSCREEN

Matching Card
Double-sided matching card for use with all picture vision test books and charts plus our iSight Test Pro app and licensed digital vision testing software.
Order code: KPTKC

To view the varying formats and features of our Kay Pictures Test books, please click here
Kay Letter Test
Linear letter acuity test comprising eight Sloan letters that are recommended British and US Standard test letters. It contains comprehensive LogMAR sizing at three metres from sizes 1.00 to -0.10, plus near testing with LogMAR letters and high frequency words. Snellen equivalent sizes in metres and feet are also given.
Order code: KLTND

Kay Letter Test Matching Card
A5-sized and fully encapsulated matching card for use with our Kay Letter Test. It is printed on one side showing an uncrowded arrangement of the eight Kay letters. We recommend it is shown to the child before testing to give them confidence in naming the letters or to practice matching, if required.
Order code: KPTLC

Near Vision Test Cards
Laminated A5 size cards for near vision testing. In each case, these are the same near test cards as found in our near and distance book sets.

Double sided test comprising reduced size LogMAR letters from 1.0 to -0.1 (6/60 to 6/4.75) at 33 cm, and high frequency words text from N48 to N5 sizes for young readers. Matt laminated.
Order code: KPTN1

Double sided card comprising single and linear pictures for testing near vision at 33cm distance. There is a different arrangement of pictures on each side of the card to test each eye. Matt laminated.
Order code: KPTN4

Double sided uncrowded pictures from 1.3 to 0.0 LogMAR (6/120 to 6/6 Snellen equivalent) at 33cm testing distance. Matt laminated.
Order code: KPTN5

Recognition Booklet
Our DIY Kay Picture Test recognition booklet provides a fun way for a child to learn the Kay Picture optotypes prior to testing to improve their familiarity and confidence with the pictures. The booklets are made from a single A4 sheet which is folded into a six-page book showing each optotype and a coloured drawing. Making and colouring the booklet is all part of the fun! Pack of 100 sheets.
Order code: KPTR100

Kay Say & Match APP
The Kay Say and Match app provides a fun way to help very young children to practise and learn the Kay Picture optotypes prior to having an eye test.
There are four games in the Kay Say and Match app, three of which are free to download and use on an iPad or iPhone. The fourth game is a talking matching card which is an in-app purchase.

iSight Test Pro APP
The Kay iSight Test Professional app for iPad and iPhone lets you measure and record near and distant visual acuity in children from 18 months of age through to adults using letters and Kay Picture optotypes. In addition, near reading text is provided as short paragraphs or single, high frequency words. It is simple and intuitive to use, making your testing quick and easy. The app is available to download from the App Store and use free for 7 days, after which monthly or yearly subscription options are available.

Shop online at: www.kaypictures.com
Cardiff Acuity Tests

Preferential looking and vanishing optotypes test to measure the vision of pre-verbal babies and toddlers from about 10 months old, and those with a learning disability and language impairment.

We are the licenced supplier of the Cardiff Acuity Tests. The following options are available:

- **Standard Test:** CATST
- **Low Vision Test:** CATLV
- **Contrast Sensitivity Test:** CATCS
- **Box only:** CATBOX
- **Screening Test:** CATSCREEN
- **Reduced Test:** CATRED
- **Low Vision Add-on:** CATADD

HRR Colour Vision Test

Diagnoses congenital and acquired colour deficiencies using simple shapes. Comprises a 6 plate screening section plus 14 detailed diagnostic plates to determine the type and extent of colour deficiency. Matching card included and available separately.

- **Matt laminated. Age 3+.**
- **Order codes:**
  - Test book & matching card: HRRP
  - Matching card only: HRRMC

Grating Acuity Cards

Teller-type gratings preferential looking test provides a visual acuity assessment from as young as six weeks. It comprises 17 Log-scaled acuity cards plus one blank card, each with a central peep hole for observing the eye movements.

These acuity cards provide a rapid method of determining the visual acuity of infants and young children and can also be used to test stroke victims.

The test cards can be purchased in three options. For full information on sizes, see our website.

- **Order codes:**
  - Infant Grating Test (7 test cards plus blank) GRAINF
  - Child Grating Test (10 test cards) GRACHI
  - Combined Grating Test (all 17 test cards plus blank) GRACOM

Miraflex Infant Trial Frame

These Miraflex children’s trial frames are flexible and safe, with lens holders for up to three standard 38 mm lenses and an astigmatism axis control dial.

Light and comfortable, with an adjustable elastic band to keep the frames well-centred on the child’s face.

- **Order codes:**
  - Inter pupillary distance 55mm, blue frame: TRF1
  - Inter pupillary distance 57mm, grey frame: TRF2

ColorDX

Pseudo-isochromatic colour vision test that uses numbers and shapes (circle, star, cross and square) to make colour vision testing possible from as young as 36 months old.

It comprises 24 testing plates in total, plus two demonstration pages, providing one comprehensive test for all ages. Clear instructions are printed in the book. Results are easily scored on a form to indicate a pass or fail.

- **Order code:** COLDX

For full product information and prices visit: [www.kaypictures.com](http://www.kaypictures.com)
Our carefully designed range of occluding glasses and patches make uniocular vision testing quick, easy and fun at all ages.

**Infant Occluding Patches**
Set of five reusable patches for vision testing in a rigid vinyl wallet. The patch clings to the spectacle lens to obscure one eye and is easily removed, leaving no residue. The choice of patterns helps encourage a nervous child to agree to uniocular testing. Simply wipe with a damp cloth as necessary and replace in wallet. (smiley, pirate, flower and plain)
Order code: **OPCHI**

**Junior Occluding Patches**
Set of five reusable patches for vision testing in a rigid vinyl wallet. The patch clings to the spectacle lens to obscure one eye and is easily removed, leaving no residue. The choice of patterns helps make uniocular testing fun and is preferable to a sticky patch. Simply wipe with a damp cloth as necessary and replace in wallet. (spiral, stars, spots and plain)
Order code: **OPCHJ**

**Large Occluding Glasses**
Large glasses frames, suitable from approximately age 8 to adult with one occluded lens for vision testing. Set of two pairs, navy and brown colour. Large measure 15cm (5.5 inches) across the inside of the frame.
Order code: **GLSL**

**Regular Occluding Glasses**
Robust plastic glasses for uniocular vision testing. Set of two pairs, neon orange and green in colour. Regular measure 12.7mm (5 inches) across the inside of the frame.
Order code: **GLSR**

**Junior Occluding Glasses**
Robust plastic glasses for uniocular vision testing. Comprises one pair with sunflower flip-up lenses to occlude each eye in turn.
Junior measure 11.5mm (4.5 inches) across the inside of the frame.
Order code: **GLSJ**

**Infant Occluding Glasses**
Robust plastic glasses for uniocular vision testing. Set of two pairs.
Infant measure 10mm (4 inches) across the inside of the frame.
Order code: **GLSI**
**Spielmann Occluders**

Occludes form acuity totally for the viewer, while allowing the observer to see the occluded eye. Use for cover test and vision testing. Hand-held or clip-on.

Order codes:
- Hand-held: SPIEL
- Clip-on: SPIECLIP

**Romanes Occluder**

Used for the assessment of visual acuity and the cover test. One side of the handle has a millimetre scale for inter-pupillary distance measurement and for numerical measurement of ptosis. The other side incorporates a white dot for use as a scotometry target or fixation point.

Order code: OCCLROM

**Lorgnette Occluder**

Multi-purpose occluder that can be used to cover either eye. It is also ideal to quickly introduce a multi-hole pinhole to the uncovered eye.

The multiple pinhole attachment has a cluster of 15 holes. It pivots down in front of the eye to allow quick access to a pinhole view.

Order code: OCCLORGN

**Occluders**

These hand held occluders are made of tough plastic that will not break or shatter. They are moulded into a smooth, rounded shape to fit comfortably over the eye, with no sharp edges.

Black occluder with long handle.
Order code: OCCLBL

White occluder with long handle
Order code: OCCLW

Multi pinhole occluder with long handle
Order code: OCCLPIN

**Screwdriver Keyring**

Glasses screwdriver keyring. Has 2 screwdriver heads and attachments to fit the screws and nuts found on glasses.

Order codes:
- Single packs: SKR
- Packs of 10: SKR10

For full product information and prices visit: [www.kaypictures.com](http://www.kaypictures.com)
Orthoptic Testing

Adjustable Flipper Lenses
Binocular, spherical plus/minus lenses with a sliding scale to adapt to a person’s inter-pupillary distance. The frame will adjust between 4.25cm and 8.5cm to match a large range of inter-pupillary distances.
Order codes:
±1.00 DS: FL1 ±1.50 DS: FL1.5
±2.00 DS: FL2 ±3.00 DS: FL3

Flipper Lenses
Plus and minus flipper lenses in five standard sizes used for the diagnosis and treatment of accommodative defects.
Order codes:
±1.00 DS: FL1A ±1.50 DS: FL1B
±2.00 DS: FL1C ±2.00/-4.00 DS: FL1D
±3.00 DS: FL1E
Other sizes may be available, on request.

Unglazed Flippers
Pack of 10 plastic flipper frames in assorted colours
Order code: FLU

Near Point Dot/ Letter Cards
Double-sided card for measuring the near point of convergence (dots) and of accommodation (letters), and for home exercises. Full user and patient instructions included.
Pack of 50.
Order code: NPD50

Kay Accommodative Rock Charts
Used as an exercise to improve accommodative flexibility and accuracy. Also of use in treating those with specific literacy difficulties. Two sorts, one with letters/numbers and one with pictures. Comprises laminated near and distance cards and full instructions for use. Available in packs of 5 or 50.
Order codes:
Pack of 5
Letters/numbers: KARL
Pictures: KARP
10 Packs of 5 each
Letters/numbers: KARLX10
Pictures: KARPX10

Dinosaur Vision Therapy Cards
These transparent plastic cards have been designed to help with home training of monocular and binocular vision skills. The multi-purpose card has three grades of stereogram and exercises for convergence, jump versions, focusing, fixation, saccades and directionality. The cards are available in packs of ten with one comprehensive instruction booklet included.
Order code: DC10

Kay Accommodative Rock Charts
Used as an exercise to improve accommodative flexibility and accuracy. Also of use in treating those with specific literacy difficulties. Two sorts, one with letters/numbers and one with pictures. Comprises laminated near and distance cards and full instructions for use. Available in packs of 5 or 50.
Order codes:
Pack of 5
Letters/numbers: KARL
Pictures: KARP
10 Packs of 5 each
Letters/numbers: KARLX10
Pictures: KARPX10

Dinosaur Vision Therapy Cards
These transparent plastic cards have been designed to help with home training of monocular and binocular vision skills. The multi-purpose card has three grades of stereogram and exercises for convergence, jump versions, focusing, fixation, saccades and directionality. The cards are available in packs of ten with one comprehensive instruction booklet included.
Order code: DC10

Shop online at: www.kaypictures.com
**Lang Stereo Test**
Measures stereo acuity easily in children and adults without the need for dissociating glasses. Three levels of stereo acuity on one handy card and comes in two options to test different levels of stereo acuity.

Measures from 1200 to 550 seconds of arc  
Order code: LANG1
Measures from 600 to 200 seconds of arc  
Order code: LANG2

**Stick Prism**
Individual stick prism mounted on a metal handle for easier use. Four sizes available: 4, 10, 15 and 20 Diopter.

Order codes:
4D: PRISM4D
10D: PRISM10D
15D: PRISM15D
20D: PRISM20D

**Frisby Stereo Tests**
Frisby Stereo Tests measure a wide range of stereo acuity in true 3D, without the need for dissociating glasses. The test’s simple concept means that infants as young as 8 months can understand and comply with looking or reaching for the target. Stereo vision can be diagnosed even when acuity is poor.

**Complete 3 Plate Test**
Order code: FRIS

**Pocket Test**
Order codes:
6mm plate: FRISP
6mm & 3mm plate: FRISPS2

**Lang Stereopad**
Double sided A5 test panel with magnetic test cards for the assessment of stereopsis. The test does not require specific glasses and is highly sensitive for global stereopsis. It has no monocular clues and is ideal for preferential looking testing of infants and preverbal children.

Order code: LANGPAD

For full product information and prices visit: [www.kaypictures.com](http://www.kaypictures.com)
Kay Fun Patch is a range of high-quality, environmentally friendly fabric patches that are reusable and designed to fit comfortably and snugly under spectacles to provide effective occlusion. They are made entirely in the UK from certified, hypoallergenic and breathable materials. Our fabric is printed using water-based inks and dyes, then goes through four more processes, before being individually sewn, checked and packaged. The patch style is universal for the right or left eye, however, Pirate Fun Patches and the heart motif Glitter Fun Patches have right and left eye designs.

Kay Fun Patches
Fabric occlusion patches fit most sizes and styles of glasses and come in a wonderful range of colourful designs. Packs of 10, 50 or more. Assorted designs, all boys, all girls.

Order codes:
10 assorted: **KFPCH10E**  
50 assorted: **KFPCH50E**  
10 girls: **KFPCH10EG**  
50 girls: **KFPCH50EG**  
10 boys: **KFPCH10EB**  
50 boys: **KFPCH50EB**

Shop online at: [www.kaypictures.com](http://www.kaypictures.com)
Plain Fun Patches
These plain red, blue and pink patches with elastic are more economical to buy, yet made with the same care and attention to quality as all our patches. 20 assorted, or the same colour patches in a pack.
Order code:
20 Assorted: KFPCH20EPL

Pirate Fun Patches
Black fabric patches with elastic and pirate skull and crossbones motif. Various motif colours in neon, sparkle and glow in the dark. Packs of 10 or 50 (half left and half right)
Pack of 10 assorted: PFPCH10E
Pack of 50 assorted: PFPCH50E

Decorate your own Fun Patch
For those children who enjoy art and craft, what could be better than wearing their own unique patch? These plain white patches with elastic are amazing value and can be decorated in numerous ways using stamps, coloured pens, fabric paints, glitter, iron-on appliques, or glued decorations. Pack of 20.
Order code: KFPCH20EPLW

Glitter Fun Patches
Two-colour glitter heart or star motifs on blue, pink and red with matching elastic. All sparkling applications are made from premium glitter. Its unique production process ensures there is no glitter loss, even when hand washed. Available in packs of 10, including designs for the right and left eye.
Order code: GFPCH10E

Colourful Pirate Fun Patches
Our popular skull and crossbones motif patches are available in three colours with matching elastic. Red or blue patch with silver sparkle and pink patch with pink sparkle. Available in packs of 10 of the same colour. (5 left, 5 right)
Red with silver sparkle motif:
Order code: PFPCHRED10E

Blue with silver sparkle motif:
Order code: PFPCHBLUE10E

Pink with pink sparkle motif:
Order code: PFPCHPINK10E

For full product information and prices visit: www.kaypictures.com
**Occlusion**

**Adult Glasses Patches**
Adult glasses patches with elastic, suitable for all spectacle frames, with or without separate nose pieces, and available in two sizes in assorted discrete colours.

**Order codes:**
- Regular 10 pack: AGPCHR10E
- Large 10 pack: AGPCHL10E
- Regular 50 pack: AGPCHR50E
- Large 50 pack: AGPCHL50E

**Adult Eye Patches**
Eye patch for adults without glasses, made entirely from reusable, washable fabric.

**Order codes:**
- 10 pack assorted colours: EPCH10A
- 50 pack assorted colours: EPCH50A

**Junior Eye Patches**
Eye patch for children without glasses, made entirely from reusable, washable fabric. Suitable to wear over the right or left eye. Assorted, colourful designs for girls and boys.

**Order codes:**
- 10 pack girls designs: EPCH10JG
- 10 pack boys designs: EPCH10JB
- 10 pack assorted designs: EPCH10J
- 50 pack assorted designs: EPCH50J

**Kay Magic Patches**
These inconspicuous, adhesive patches for glasses obscure all form to the wearer yet leave the eye behind visible. They are suitable for amblyopia and intractable diplopia treatment and easily removed from the lens. 12 patches are provided in a rigid, vinyl wallet. Replacement refill packs of 12 patches are also available. Each patch is 8cm x 6.5cm in size. Pack contains 12 large patches.

**Order code:**
- 12 patches in a vinyl wallet: KMPCHWAL
- Refill: KMPCH

Shop online at: [www.kaypictures.com](http://www.kaypictures.com)
**Animated Pictures Stick**

Double sided plastic fixation sticks ideal for keeping a child’s attention during assessments.

Each stick has animated pictures and reduced LogMAR pictures and letters.

Order code:
- Winking eye: FS1A
- Monkey / Frog: FS1B
- Monster / Butterfly: FS1C

---

**Infant Fixation Sticks**

Double sided plastic fixation sticks ideal for keeping a child’s attention during assessments.

Infant designs. Bold colourful pictures with lots of detail, plus letters and Kay Picture optotypes.

Order code: FS3A

---

**Junior Fixation Sticks**

Double sided plastic fixation sticks ideal for keeping a child’s attention during assessments.

Junior designs. Bold colourful pictures with lots of detail, plus words.

Order code: FS3B

---

**Lang Fixation Cube**

The Lang Fixation Cubes have a different picture on each of the five sides of the cube.

The simple pictures are bold and colourful, ideal to attract the attention of young children during vision testing.

Order code: CUBER

---

**Plain Fixation Sticks Pack**

Pack of 5 plain white PVC plastic sticks to add your own fixation targets.

Wipe clean and reusable.

Order code: FS5PLAIN

---

For full product information and prices visit: [www.kaypictures.com](http://www.kaypictures.com)
Fixation Tools & Accessories

**Pen Torch**
Medical pen torch and attachable finger monster or unicorn in assorted colours. Replaceable batteries. Available individually or in packs of five.
Order code: PENT1M, PENT1U, PENT5M, PENT5U

**Torches with Sound**
Various packs of three animal torches with sounds to choose from, or three noisy aeroplanes. Button batteries included.
Order code: TA3A, TA3B, TA3C, TA3D, TA3E, TA3F

**Fingerlights**
Fits over a finger or thumb. Light activated by touch. Useful to test peripheral visual fields by the confrontation method. Two per pack. Large or small.
Order codes:
Small: FINGS
Large: FINGL

**Mini Disco Ball**
Hand-held, array of flashing, coloured lights with three speed settings at the press of a button. The changing, colourful patterns provide a silent, interesting fixation target. Yellow or blue with 3 AAA batteries included.
Order code: DISCO

**Spinning lights**
Hand held colourful spinning lights with changing pattern to maintain fixation and interest. Useful when testing infants and young children. Three AAA batteries (included).
Order code: SPIN

**Freaky Frogs**
Soft plastic frogs with incredibly long tongues that uncurl when you squeeze the frog. Entertaining target for young children. Assorted colours. Packs of 5.
Order code: FFR5

Shop online at: [www.kaypictures.com](http://www.kaypictures.com)
Springy Animal with Glasses
Spring fixing can be attached to almost anything, for use as a decoration, window display or distance fixation target.
Order code: SPRING

Wall Décor
Order codes:
Sea Creatures: RDSEA | Zoo Animals: RDZOO Dinosaurs: RDDINO

Squeaky Dinosaurs
Perfect to attract the attention of babies and toddlers. Available in a range of bright, bold colours, making them visually interesting. Each pack contains three specific colours/designs, as shown. Wipe-clean.
Order code: DINO1

Order code: DINO2

3D Images
Assorted A3 Posters of fun and amazing 3D pictures. They provide the illusion of depth and are a great tool for long distance fixation or just as a decoration. Choose your poster at our online shop or contact us for availability.
Order code: 3DIM

For full product information and prices visit: www.kaypictures.com
Patch Calendar
Four-week calendar and sticker packs to help with patching. The calendar has windows to open that reveal a picture and positive message. Encourages patching by association with adventurous, difficult tasks, like climbing a mountain.
Order codes: 10 pack: CALEN10
50 pack: CALEN50

Hoppity Frog Has Two Clever Eyes
Story, colouring and activity book designed for children who are having treatment for amblyopia. The rhyming story is an account of having an eye test and getting glasses and an eye patch, designed to help children to understand their patching treatment in a simple, fun way.
Order codes: 10 pack: HOPP10
50 pack: HOPP50

Jungle Charts for Patches and Glasses
These charts help children remember to wear their patch or glasses and take pride in their success. Drawing a smile on a different animal each day gives the child a visible, positive record of their ongoing achievement over four weeks.
Order codes:
- Jungle Patch Chart
  100 pack: JPC100
  500 pack: JPC500
- Jungle Glasses Chart
  100 pack: JGC100
  500 pack: JGC500

Jungle Certificate
Reward a child for their effort and achievement with these fabulous certificates. Simply insert the child’s name and add what big or small success they’ve achieved. Pack of 100 or 500.
Order codes:
- 100 pack: JCERT100
- 500 pack: JCERT500

Toy Glasses and Patch
Realistic toy glasses in pink and blue to aid glasses compliance through play. Packs of 10 or 50 (equal mix of blue & pink). The glasses can be bought with or without a fabric eye patch attached.
Order codes:
- Toy glasses: 10 pack: TOYGLS10
  50 pack: TOYGLS50
- Toy glasses + patch: 10 pack: TOYGLSP10
  50 pack: TOYGLSP50

Wedgees Glasses Retainers
Pack of 5 pairs. Keeps glasses from slipping and cushions behind the ear to improve comfort for spectacle wearers of all ages. Especially useful during sports. Packs available in three colours: Pink, Grey and Black.
Order code: WEDG5

Shop online at: www.kaypictures.com
**Reward Stickers**

Large, 42mm diameter, shiny stickers will please and reward any child. Use as an incentive for the child to complete a task, as well as a simple reward.

**Order codes:** Rolls of 500 single design: S500 (+ ref code)

---

**Brilliant Eyesight**

Pack of 100 large, 42mm, reflective, holographic stickers depicting an eye. Four different colours per pack.

**Order code:** H100BEY
**Assorted Bravery and Behaviour Stickers**
Sheets of 24 colourful reward stickers with lots of different pictures and messages. 40mm diameter.
Order codes:
Packs of 96: SB96
Packs of 480: SB480

**Assorted Optician and Eye Stickers**
Sheets of 24 colourful reward stickers with lots of different pictures and messages. 40mm diameter.
Order codes:
Packs of 96: SO96
Packs of 480: SO480

**Assorted Eye and Orthoptist Stickers**
Sheets of 24 colourful reward stickers with lots of different pictures and messages. 40mm diameter.
Order codes:
Packs of 96: SE96
Packs of 480: SE480

**Fun Picture Search**
Our free Fun Picture Searches are available as a resource to give to your patients undergoing patching treatment. Visit [www.kaypictures.co.uk/product-category/fun-picture-search](http://www.kaypictures.co.uk/product-category/fun-picture-search)
Eye Spy Test

What is it that tells you how well your child sees?
Is it spying a bird as it flies through the trees?
Is it spotting a faraway ship on the seas?
Is it picking up fluff or tiny sweeties?
Is it pointing at planes or counting dog fleas?

No, a proper sight test is much better than these,
And a full eye assessment requires expertise.
We use pictures and lights to make tests seem a breeze,
So you don’t have to wait till they learn ABCs.
Your child’s eyes are precious, look after them please.

By Hazel Kay

Contact us for a free PDF of our EYE SPY TEST poster

For our full product range and further information please visit:

www.kaypictures.com | www.kayfunpatch.com
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